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1 IntrodutionThe Monitoring Plan aims to provide the data to quantify instrument and tele-sope behaviour for the information for the maintenane of the telesope andinstruments. It is not aimed to supply alibrations for visiting astronomers.However oasionally this data might be useful when reduing the data. Thevisiting astronomer is solely responsible for to obtaining all the needed ali-bration frames (dark, bias, at�elds, standard star observations et.) for theirsiene images.The optial imaging monitoring plan onsists of frequent \health" heks ofthe detetors, regular zeropoint measurements and less frequently tested, pre-sumably onstant harateristis of the instrument or telesope.2 Detetor health heksThe de�nition of a health hek of the detetor is to measure the read out noise,gain and bias level. Ideally the \health hek" should be done every day for theCassegrain instrument (ALFOSC, NOTCam, MOSCA) and in a regular inter-val for the StanCam and FIES (one a week/every other week/one a month),however in reality dailys hek might not be neessary.2.1 The testing intervalIn order to estimate the amount of time needed for the health hek, the numberof observing runs and instrument hanges were alulated for the years 2002 and2003. During these years there were 95 observing runs and 26 instrument hangesper year on average (ALFOSC 16, NOTCam 7 and MOSCA 3 times) with thetypial time instrument being mounted two weeks for ALFOSC and one weekeah for NOTCam and MOSCA. However the longest time was almost six weeks(ALFOSC). If the detetors are tested in some other interval there will be extraadministration work. Table 1 summarises the total time needed for the healthhek per year with three di�erent senarios, test every day, beginning of eahrun and after instrument hange. It is assumed that the test takes about twelveminutes and that StanCam is tested one a month.So far the detetors have been reliable and so daily testing would be an over thetop starting point. Also, less frequent testing would not inrease the work load2



Table 1: The estimated time per year for the health heks of the ALFOSC,MOSCA and StanCam detetors. It has been assumed that StanCam is tested12 times per year and estimated that one test takes 12 minutes on average.every day every run instrument hangenumber of test 365+12 95+12 26+12time (hours) 76 22 8of the sta� too muh. Testing the detetor at the beginning of every run wouldgive very good sampling. In this ase the support astronomer on duty wouldtest the detetor after hanging the set-up for the visiting observer, however atthe moment maybe even less frequent testing would be suÆient. It is suggestedthat, as a starting point, testing of the detetors after mounting the telesopeshould be enough. The support astronomer on duty would be responsible fortesting the detetor. StanCam and FIES should be tested, say one a month,and the instrument sientist would be responsible for performing the test.2.2 The tests and resultsArto and Silva J�arvinen have written IDL-sripts for testing ALFOSC, StanCamand NOTCam. These sripts are easy to use and are (will be?) well doumented.The ALFOSC (StanCam) sript an be modi�ed for MOSCA and possible futuredetetors as well. The \raw" data will have the standard NOT �lenames, heneall this data will be arhived in the normal way. The results will be stored in adatabase and displayed in a www-page (http://www.not.ia.es/instruments/q/).There will be a warning message if the new values deviate more than three sigmafrom the average. For ALFOSC and StanCam plots of gain, read out noise, num-ber of ounts and the bias level are displayed. The NOTCam page shows plotsof gain, read-out noise and linearity of eah quadrant, the amount of dead, hotand old pixels and the temperature during the test.Both ALFOSC and MOSCA tests use �-light for illuminating the detetor.The �-light has a half-life of 12.3 years, so in reality the light level of two on-seutive tests should have similar ount levels. A sudden dip in the light levelwill imply that an optial element is in the beam, or something is wrong withthe amera optis or with the CCD. 3



2.3 The future planAt the moment the tools (sripts and light soures) for regular \health heks" ofthe detetors are available. The only \problems" are that one an not have on-stant illumination at full FIES detetor, however using the same small area onean arry out the \health hek". Also StanCam is tested using the dome lights,hene the absolute light level is not known. The new adapter ould have thepossibility of installing a �-light, whih would be available for all the detetors.After a year or so the test interval should be revised in order to deide whetherless or more frequent testing is desired.2.4 A brief overview to the \health heks"� ALFOSC: The health hek for ALFOSC is done using �-light without any�lters in the beam. The light soure is installed in FASU-B slot 6 and the sripttakes two bias frames and two 15 seonds exposures and sends the results to adatabase. The time needed from the start to end is about ten{�fteen minutes.� MOSCA: Similar proedure to the ALFOSC test, however the time needed willbe di�erent (to be tested).� NOTCam: One needs to open the telesope mirror over, adjust the tungstenlights of the dome and run a sript. The sript will automatially send the resultsto a database and update the www-page.�StanCam: One needs to open the telesope mirror over, swith on the TV-amera light and run the sript. The light level an not be used in monitoringpurposes. The test takes about ten minutes and the results will be sent to adatabase and the www-page will be updated.�FIES: Using the internal ats and bias frames one an estimate the read outnoise and the gain. However the useful area is very small. This test is just tohek the stability of the instrument, and the real values might be quite di�erentto the test results.3 Zero point monitoringIn order to monitor the throughput of the telesope, instrument optis and de-tetor photometri standard stars need to be observed. In fat this is mostlymonitoring of the reetivity of the main mirror, beause one an assume thatthe reetivity of the seondary mirror, throughput of the instrument optis and4



the sensitivity of the detetor are muh more stable than the reetivity of themain mirror.Zero point monitoring should be arried out basially every tehnial nightusing the Cassegrain instrument with "standard" UBVRI (JHK) �lters andblue+red grism and less frequently StanCam (and FIES). During the semesterP28 there has been a tehnial night every fortnight, on average. At ESO/VLTthey have found in U-band the zeropoint derease rate is as high as 0.13 mag/year(http://www.eso.org/observing/dfo/quality/ALL/daily�q1.html). This suggeststhat zero point measurement one a month should give suÆient sampling. How-ever, aurate onversion fators between ALFOSC, StanCam and MOSCA areneeded in order to have a \master" zeropoint urve, whih would inlude all thezeropoint measurments.3.1 Monitoring proedureThe idea is to monitor the photometri zeropoints with permanent set of broadband �lters, using a standard proedure and reduing the data and presentingthe results in an uniform way.The �lters for the instruments are follows:ALFOSC: U#7, B#74, V#75, R#76, i#12StanCam: U#6, B#8, V#9, R#10, I#13MOSCA: U#104, B#105, V#106, R#107, I#108When the relative sensitivity of ALFOSC/StanCam and StanCam/MOSCA isdetermined aurately, a master zeropoint urve inluding all the data an bereated.Standard stars: Seleted Landolt (AJ 104, 340, 1992) �elds will be used forthe zp-monitoring. Altogether about ten �elds evenly distributed in RAare needed in order to have a �eld available at any given time.The seletion riteria of these �elds are:1. More than three "Landolt" stars in the FOV of ALFOSC2. Has been observed more than three times and for at least two nights.3. A published photometri error smaller than 0.03 magnitudes.All these �elds will be imaged using ALFOSC, in order to have user friendly�nding harts in the www-page. In addition, the www-page will have the5



U-B, B-V, V-I olour and UBVRI-magnitude range of the stars in eah �eldand estimated maximum exposure times for a given seeing. The ataloguewill be available from the TCS.Observations: The observing proedure during the night will be as follows:1. Choose a standard star �eld lose to the meridian (+-1 hour).2. Chek the seeing, hoose the �lter and exposure time.3. Do all �ve �lters (e.g. U#7 ,B#74 , V#75 , R#76 , i#12).NOTE Don't o�set the telesope between the images!In priniple, no bias nor at images are needed.Table 2: Seleted standard star �elds (Landolt, A. AJ 104, 320 192)�eld name RA del stars U-B B-V V-ISA92�252 00:54:43 +00:40:15 4 -0.14 { 0.96 0.52 { 1.13 0.67 { 1.34PG0231+051 02:33:38 +05:18:40 3 -1.19 { 1.34 -0.33 { 1.45 -0.53 { 1.95RA95�275 03:54:38 +00:27:20 3 1.22 { 2.23 1.23 { 1.99 1.40 { 2.27SA98�670 06:52:12 -00:20:56 9 0.10 { 1.94 0.16 { 1.91 0.17 { 2.09RU�149 07:24:16 -00:32:38 8 -0.78 { 1.03 -0.13 { 0.66 -0.11 { 1.13RU�152 07:29:56 -02:05:39 7 -1.07 { 0.49 -0.19 { 0.88 -0.14 { 0.92PG0918+029 09:21:34 +02:46:39 5 -1.08 { 0.82 -0.27 { 1.04 -0.29 { 1.11PG1047+003 10:50:09 -00:01:08 4 -1.12 { 0.17 -0.29 { 0.69 -0.30 { 0.84PG1323-086 13:25:44 -08:50:00 4 -0.68 { 0.26 -0.14 { 0.76 -0.13 { 0.83SA107�602 15:39:14 -00:13:28 4 0.05 { 1.27 0.50 { 1.41 0.70 { 1.76PG1633+099 16:35:34 +09:47:08 5 -0.97 { 1.14 -0.19 { 1.13 -0.21 { 1.14L110�230 18:40:49 +00:01:37 4 0.15 { 1.39 0.73 { 1.91 0.89 { 2.36SA111�1925 19:37:37 +00:25:48 3 0.26 { 2.31 0.40 { 1.96 0.47 { 2.40Mark A 20:43:59 -10:46:37 4 -1.16 { 0.65 -0.24 { 0.94 -0.24 { 1.10PG2213-006 22:16:24 -00:21:27 4 -1.12 { 0.30 -0.22 { 0.75 -0.20 { 0.83For zp-monitoring purposes the standard star �eld is needed to be observedlose to the meridian, in order to have as small airmass as possible. Also ifall the data has about the same airmass the unertainty of the extintion6



will less a�et to the results. The time needed for the zeropoint measure-ment is about ten minutes, inluding slewing and reading out time.Data redution: The data will be redued using an IRAF sript (alfos�q.l,originally from the ING), whih subtrats the oversan region, but don'tdo any at �eld orretion. For monitoring purposes this approah is a-urate enough, beause the stars are relatively bright and the long termhanges are to be studied using this data. In the ase of a dramati dip orsomething else alarming, then the data will be studied more arefully.The user needs to give an estimate of the seeing of the images. This valueis used for the photometry namely as the aperture radius, whih is fourtimes FWHM. The sky bakground will be an annulus of one pixel ninetimes FWHM from the entre of the star.After the user has identi�ed the Landolt stars, the sript will performaperture photometry (APPHOT) and use task FITPARAMS to �nd thezeropoints and olour terms. All the zero points are alulated at zenith us-ing the "standard" extintion (U=0.46, B=0.22, V=0.12, R=0.08, I=0.04)and with free and �xed olour terms. All zeropoint values will be storedin a database, but the �nal results in the www-page will be given usingolours: U-B=0.5, B-V=0.5, V-R=0.5, R-I=0.5.Relative sensitivity between ALFOSC/StanCam and StanCam/MOSCA willbe determined using quasi simultaneous observations of an open luster in aphotometri night.The zeropoint measurement should show gradual derease of the sensitivity.It is expeted that in the blue the slope is steeper than in red. When ombiningthis information with the CO2 and wet leaning of the mirrors, one an estimatethe e�et of the mirror leaning. This data will help to estimate the time forrealuminising the main mirror.4 Other testsSome of these tests are more ommission tests and not really part of the alibra-tion plan. The reason to inlude less relevant tests is that the information is notavailable from our www-pages. 7



4.1 Performane testsThese tests should be arried out, say, one a year.Linearity and the shutter delay Linearity of ALFOSC, StanCAm, FIES andMOSCA should be tested regularly. As a seondary result e.g. shutter delaywill be heked as well. For reduing the data, there is only MIDAS sriptavailable.Image quality This is to test that the TCS Zernikes are set orretly, i.e. thatthe optimum fous will give roundest and the sharpest image. This testshould be arried out using MOSCA or StanCam under good seeing ondi-tions. Proedure: Fous sequenes with di�erent TCS Zernike amplitudeand angle. Analyse the image using e.g. IRAF.Fous pyramid This test is to hek that the fous pyramid gives the bestfous value and also to verify that the TCS fous orretion for the zenithdistane is orret. This test test should be arried out at the same timeas image quality test above, omparing the best fous sequene TCS fousvalue to the one given by the fous pyramid.Flat �elds This is to monitor the at�elds using the "standard" �lters AL-FOSC, MOSCA, StanCam. The results should be in a www-page.Cosmeti and bad pixels In order to monitor the amount of bad pixels andosmetis of the detetors ALFOSC, MOSCA, StanCam. The results shouldbe in a www-page.Sattered light In order to verify the amount of sattered light, i.e. no newsoures.Filters The quality of the �lters should be heked oasionally. Things to beheked are the leanness of the �lters, \pinholes" and spatial variations.4.2 Commissioning type testsThese tests are somewhat lower priority and performed only one, unless thereare strong reasons for redoing.Light leak Should be done one and put the results in the www-page StanCam,ALFOSC, MOSCA. 8



Filters Measure the transmission urves, if needed, and for the narrow band�lters the throughput relative to a nearby UBVRI �lter. (is this needed???)Ghost images A omment on ghost images of StanCam ALFOSC, MOSCAshould in the www-pageBias levels The \health hek" will tabulate the bias level of StanCam, AL-FOSC and MOSCA using the \standard" setup. In addition, the low/highgain and di�erent binning bias level should be available from the web.Dark urrent A omment on dark urrent of ALFOSC, StanCam and MOSCAshould be added in our www-pages.Timings The overhead times of moving ALFOSC alibration mirror in/out,FAPO in/out, moving CCD-probe in/out, hanging StanCam �lter, rotat-ing FAPO, �lter-, grism-, aperture and FASU-wheels.Rotation entre StanCam, ALFOSC, MOSCA. This should be measured atleast three times for MOSCA and ALFOSC in order to have an idea of therepeatability when mounting the instrumentPixel sale Detailed results of determining the pixel sale and distortion ofStanCam, ALFOSC and MOSCA.Fous depth Under good seeing onditions measure how many TCS fous unitshange the measured seeing one pixel wider: ALFOSC, StanCam, MOSCA,NOTCam.Fous o�sets Under good seeing onditions measure the fous o�sets relativeto, say, V-�lter. Chek all the �lters and measure also the the thikness ofthe �lter.FAPO Test the at-�elding with di�erent half wave plate positions. If the at�elds independent of the FAPO-angle, one an use one (instead of four inlinear polarimetry) position in the redutions.Test if the objet position in the �eld makes any di�erene when measuringthe uxes of the images.Test the UBVRI instrumental polarisation.9



Coronagrapih mode Measure the transmission of the \dots" using dome atsand during the night test the PSF.
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